The Summit
Newsletter summer 2016

NEWS - INFORMATION - RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS - FEATURES - FORUMS
NORTH, SOUTH, WEST, EAST, BRITAIN: Route ideas and places to go.
Challenge Walks: Upcoming great walks for July, August and
September.
4 videos featured this month: Wicklow’s industrial heritage, the
Brandon range, timelapse footage of the Wicklow landscape, and the
royal summits of Sligo
SUMMITEERING: Rob Woodall, Colin Murphy and Liz Ashton.
mapping: The Emerald Island GPS Map v2.0.7 now available for your
GPS

PHOTO OF THE MONTH

PHOTOGRAPHY: The best images from MVs contributors over the last
few months

mountainviews news
Emerald
Island
GPS Mapto
v2.0.7
What’s been
happening
the newsletter?
Unfortunately our editor had
a trip over the handlebars of
his bicycle in late April. After 5
days in hospital and a series
of continuing medical issues
he is only now recovering the
ability to do the needful.
He hopes to restart the regular
newsletter in Sept and in
the meanwhile please find
this newsletter produced by
our resident graphic artist,
member madfrankie.
Coastal Features – something you
might like to help with.

WW2 Lookout Towers surround the coast of the Republic. Something
we should include: a) Always b) Depending on the views c) Never?

Vision: Parts of what we want to achieve are very similar to what
we have already done for summits. There will be a list of places
where members can visit, put up comments and photos, improve
information, share tracks, record visits etc.

Ireland has coastal features galore: headlands, summits, points etc.
Exciting places to visit!

The MountainView committee intends to bring out a list of coastal
features that should be of interest for people to visit.

Practicalities: But the story isn’t exactly the same. Hills and
mountains have relatively simple universal characteristics such as
height and prominence. It is easy to employ these to create lists
which are both useful and not purely subjective. Coastline features
which are not summits while frequently dramatic and well worth
visiting lack such easy characterisation. Various methods have
been proposed and we are currently experimenting with some
practical lists.
We need some volunteers to help able and willing to cover different
parts of the (all island of Ireland) mainland coastline. This will

mountainviews news
MV) and to incorporate it into MountainViews, nevertheless we
hope to see some results within six to eight months. Some of these
places will be reachable by walkers but many will require some form
of boat. Anyone with a particular interest in this project, particularly
sea-kayakers, are welcome to discuss it with us at admin@
mountainviews.ie or secretary@mountainviews.ie

The Baily, Howth. An obvious headland, but what should constitute visiting it,
given that it is private property?

involve visiting places, attempting to characterise them according
to our early guidelines and reporting back. We will then refine our
guidelines in the light of the practicalities. This will be part desk
exercise and part visiting places and assessing the feasibility and
utility of incorporating them into lists.
Think you can help? Then REGISTER YOUR INTEREST by
contacting admin@mountainviews.ie. Tell us where you live
approximately and where you would be prepared to travel to.
If you are interested in helping organise this effort mention this also.
island list
We have mentioned in previous newsletters that we intend to
bring out an extended list of islands around the coast of Ireland in
collaboration with David Walsh, a sea-kayaker. This builds on the
information for islands that we already have but thanks to David
Walsh’s help will be greatly extended.
It takes time to create such a list (by Mark Brennan, Secretary of

Inishturk summit

The Winter Talks Series 2016-2017
By arrangement with the Walkers Association of Ireland,
MountainViews will increasingly be organising the Winter Talks
series – a selection of talks often in the period Jan to April.
Do you have a topic you might be interested in speaking about?
Do get in touch with us at admin@mountainviews.ie
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west
WEST

Beauty and danger in equal
measure.

NORTH
NORTH

Sandman reports on the
delights or perils of the
coastal walk beginning or
ending on Porturlin Hill or on
Glinsk in North Mayo.

History on high in the
Sperrins.
Bohilbreaga Hill boasts a
wealth of tales from Penal
times, not to mention views
across half of Ulster, says
sperrinlad.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1341/comment/18557/

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/523/comment/18551/ mtn_ct18551

WEST
NORTH

NORTH
NORTH

Green Island
You’ll need a boat and
Birdwatch Ireland’s
permission to bag this little
island gem, reports sandman
again, as he continues his
coastal exploration in North
Mayo.

http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1377/comment/18554/
west
WEST
A Clare Island traverse
Paddyhillsbagger takes in two
summits, a signal tower and a
harbour, as well as panoramic
views
http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/1258/comment/18581/

Small and sweet
The diminutive Bressy Hill in the Dartry
Mts offers fine views and proximity to
Belleek, if you fancy some equally fine
pottery as a souvenir, recounts sandman.
http://mountainviews.ie/summit/1206/
comment/16066/
NORTH
NORTH
The wildness makes up for lack of height.
So says Aidy of Croaghugagh
in the Bluestacks, which he
bagged as part of a first rate
three-peak trek that he highly
recommends.
http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/780/comment/18539/
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south
SOUTH
Cork’s highest not a hillwalking high point

http://
mountainviews.
ie/summit/113/
comment/18514/

Knockboy proves a
disappointment for Colin
Murphy, with its boggy
terrain and unremarkable
aspect – although the drive
up to it is spectacular!
http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/104/
comment/18533/

EAST
east

Member scannerman
snapped a fine, scenic shot
from the masted-summit of
Mount Leinster having made
another trip up its tarred road.

south
SOUTH
Among Ireland’s best A-Begs?
Brandon South Top has
often been bypassed in
the past, but with its new
designation as an Arderin
Beg, its spectacular
setting makes it well worth
the trip.
http://mountainviews.
ie/summit/49/
comment/18531/
EAST
east
Beautiful cairn in an island of mud!
Great views of Blessington Lakes and a perfectly formed beehivelike cairn, but a lot of bogginess to contend with on the way up
Silsean in Wicklow, says Wild_brian.

The road to Leinster

http://mountainviews.ie/
summit/44/comment/18527/
BRITAIN
britain

From Genesis to Solsbury Hill
Colin Murphy follows the
footsteps of Peter Gabriel to
the summit of Solsbury Hill...
but disappointingly, doesn’t
have a spiritual experience.
http://mountainviews.
ie/motleyviews/general/
comment/7800/
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trackof
ofthe
themonth
month
Track
This month’s selection is GSheehy and
friends’ north to south yomp across the
tremendous badlands of the Nephin Begs. It’s
possible to contrive similarly-proportioned
extended single-day outings elsewhere
in Ireland, but it would be very difficult to
replicate the loneliness and seriousness of
this range; if you mess it up in here you’re
in trouble with a capital everything. Anyone
at risk of being inspired by these exploits
can look forward to some pretty full-on
experiences, and should be mindful that
Gerard organizes the multi-day Fei Sheehy
challenge each year and as such is unusually
partial to this sort of thing…
Note: As you may know, we recently started
improving our shared track display. This is not
finished by a long shot, however below shows
how you can incorporate photos into a shared
track.
Length: 33.3km Time taken: 9h32m
Ascent: 2359m Descent: 2342m
Places: Start at F86393 22645,
Knocklettercuss, Slieve Carr, Nephin
Beg, Nephin Beg S Top, Glennamong,
Corranabinnia, Bengorm NW Top, Bengorm,
end at L91591 97342 26km S from Start
(Statistics such as Ascent or Length etc should be
regarded as approximate. Duration depends on the speed
of the person making the track)

http://mountainviews.ie/track/3226/
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tracks
TRACKS

are available for
those prepared to
do out-and-back
excursions across
similarly gruelling
terrain en-route...the
best of luck to you.

SOUTH-WEST:
The master of all he
surveys...
which is quite a bit,
actually
Sometimes one
has to sympathise
with our Trimbletoting hero jackill...
being the chief
surveyor for the
site means he ends
up visiting some
utterly godforsaken
and tedious lumps. But sometimes he does quite well out of it, and
such was the case when he visited the hills east of the fleshpot
(your track reviewer would sacrifice a kidney for an Avoca cake)
of Moll’s Gap on the Ring of Kerry. The Kerry Way eases access to
these hills, but once you leave it it’s mostly old-school badlands
and wildness. The route as described could be augmented with
Derrygariff (see mvtrack3097) or Knockanaguish.
http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3219/
SOUTH-WEST: When the going gets tough...
Onzy has had a fine adventure in the tangle of ‘lesser’ (cough)
summits between the (relatively) established routes of the Cloon
Horseshoe and the Coomcallee circuit. This is desperately tough
ground requiring pretty much constant concentration; a Sunday
afternoon ramble it certainly ain’t, so aspirants would do well to
bear his warnings about the descent eastwards from An Bhinn
Láir which sounds like a right barrel of laughs. Further summits

http://
mountainviews.ie/
track/report/3211/

EAST: It burns,
burns, burns...
Those seeking a
bit of exercise in
the Dublin hills
might well want to
consider the line
of the Walk The
Line march (http://
walktheline.ie)
from Lamb Doyles
to Hell Fire Club
and back again, as
uploaded in a track
by donalhunt. Only two summits are visited but there are excellent
views of the city and it would be fair to say that the relative
proximity of the route to civilisation for the vast majority of its length
renders it somewhat less serious than many upland outings of this
length.
http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3217/
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WEST
Roundstone Cowboy

One of the more
popular objectives in
Connemara for a day
where time is short or
weather is minging is
the ruggedly chunky
eminence of Iorras
Beag, not exactly
soaring above the
vast bog hereabouts
but still rising enough
to provide some remarkable views. France’s leading hillwalking
hibernophile David-Guenot has uploaded the walk to it from the
charming fishing port of Roundstone. This is a hill that can be
knocked off in short order or more leisurely explored, and manages
to be both stark and complex within its relatively limited area.

SOUTH-WEST
On the beach...(and the
cliffs)

MV’s pre-eminent Arderin-obsessed bike-toting member of the
legal profession has pointed his Ham in the direction of the Cahas,
and has come back with a track covering a walk that begins with
an ascent of Sugarloaf and ends with Knockowen and the Healy
Pass. Eight summits and some profoundly wild country are covered,
but the Captain as ever has filled his account with helpful beta
(although it says something about your track reviewer that the info
that most piqued his interest was the confirmation that the little
kiosk on the south side of the Healy Pass still sells Magnums).

The scenic wonders of
the Dingle peninsular
don’t end once you pass
the peerless massif of
Brandon, with a cracking
selection of lower hills and
dramatic coast, and some
MV summits that combine
both. omurchu has visited
the two tops along the
cliffs of Ballydavid Head on a circular walk that might leave time to
visit the similarly outlandish (and recently Star Wars hosting) Sybil
Head on the same day: in truth all the ‘lesser’ eminences in this
vicinity are dusted with varying degrees of magic.

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3246/

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3274/

http://mountainviews.ie/track/report/3236/
SOUTH-WEST
Pour Some Sugar(loaf) On Me
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SOUTH-WEST:
Faha From The Madding Crowd

Now to the main business
of the day, as a catwalk
giddy with anticipation
and consequence leads
onwards and down,
seductively flattening out
before depositing us on the
edge of a vertical drop, an
impasse vanquished only
by ropes and slings, or the
ability to downclimb VDiff
rock climbing terrain. Time
for some cunning evasion.
Most folk (including us)
retreat along to the level
section to find a shallow
chimney on the north side

It’s been said that people have a tendency to care less about
destinations than they do about the journeys taken to reach them.
With that in mind, it’s probably not surprising that a substantial
subset of the MV community are fascinated by the Faha Ridge of
Brandon. An incredible and fickle mountain, but with a titanic prow
of an eastern spur buttressed by huge abysses at either side and
with a jagged crest that looks like it’s been attacked by some sort
of divine fire axe. I first read about it in the seminal 1980s coffee
table tome ‘Classic Walks’, where Brandon was described by
Hamish Brown (the doyen of Scottish hillwalking authors) and the
Faha Ridge was tantalisingly described in the text but immortalised
magnificently in stark monochrome photos. It was 20 odd years
before I set foot on it, and such was the image that I had allowed to
accumulate in my head in the intervening decades that I backed off
it in what were (to be entirely honest) basically benign conditions.
A few more years and a long weekend in Kerry brought the
unthinkable: Brandon bereft of its usual cloudy shawl. Firstly ‘plans’
and more latterly ‘haste’ were made down the length of Dingle to
the car park under the grotto at Cloghane. A steady middle-agedman’s-plod-following-a-very-hearty-breakfast led up the path and
short climb to the ridge proper. Here all is very grassy and attention
can be focussed on the ravishing seaward view. But on attaining
Benagh focus needs to be curtailed to what’s immediately in front
of you, with multiple little rock steps needing negotiation atop a
narrow ridgeline...straightforward, but no place for a stumble. The
scrambling eases on the ascent to the top named Faha Ridge on
MountainViews, and there’s more time to drink in the outlandish
majesty all around you...I always knew there was a reason Brandon
was my favourite mountain.

Bypassing the step and the fang to the north

of the ridge, climb down that and cut
left along a faint and narrow trod to
another chimney, from the bottom of
which another faint and narrow trod
contours its way through boulders to
a grassy oasis beneath said vertical
drop. That’s where all previous written
descriptions seemed to go.
At least until Onzy came along. More’s
the point, he came along in frosty
conditions and didn’t fancy the right
hand line, so he crept around on the

The route under the fang
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The two tracks
Onzy’s route past the step

left (south Pilgrim’s Path) side to reach that same grassy oasis.
Certainly this line looks less rocky, and is definitely not flirting with
huge terraced cliffs in the same way as that on the northern side.
The next section goes under the north (right) side of the absurd
fang of rock that is such a signature feature of the Faha Ridge.
Generally, this can be accomplished with minimal loss of height,
although the contrarian in Onzy seems to have taken a substantially
lower line that puzzles even me. He is still alive though (or has an
identical twin), so it’s probably possible.
The final climb up to the main spine of Brandon is usually tackled
by taking to steep grass slopes to the right (north) of the obviously
over-tasty direct line up the facing nose; straightforward but steep
under decent conditions, but a bit of a knee trembler if at all wet
(that’s a mighty big cliff immediately below). All that remains is

the due payment of homage to Brandon’s actual summit, and a
triumphant retreat down the Pilgrim’s Path. After which you may
feel entirely justified in awarding yourself ‘a pat on the back’.
So, for anyone still wondering if they’re up to an ascent of the Faha
Ridge…the best advice this veteran can offer you is that it’s not that
technically difficult, but it has a big and serious feel about it. A test
of route selection rather than pure climbing ability.
And so, to end this article about a peerless mountain route, it
seemed appropriate to use one of history’s most famous quotes
about mountaineering. No, not the ‘because it’s there’ one...the
other one.
“Climb if you will, but remember that courage and strength are
nought without prudence, and that a momentary negligence may
destroy the happiness of a lifetime. Do nothing in haste; look well
to each step; and from the beginning think what may be the end.”

from tumbler ridge to sauce creek
canadians check out ireland

introduction by simon stewart
Kevin and Birgit Sharman from Canada visited Ireland a couple
of months ago for a self-guided walking trip. They were in contact
with MV before they came and told us that they found MV useful
for planning, particularly the shared GPS tracks. Kevin wrote up his
experiences in this piece and some of his reflections are illuminating.
For example “The first thing we noticed about the walking is that
almost all of it is in open country. So much Canadian trail hiking is in
the trees, and the great views are only at the end of the hike.“ He also
mentions the diversity of walking in Ireland, the coastal walking, the
lack of crowds generally and the culture.
As far as tools for finding information he strongly mentions
MountainViews as a main source of data. On videos he said “The
clincher was watching Gerry McVeigh’s videos on walks around Port
in Donegal.” Which makes us so glad we put the video feature in last
year.

FROM TUMBLER RIDGE TO SAUCE CREEK

“Why would you want to come all the way to Ireland for a holiday?”
asked the local guy in the pub in Portrush. “Most Irish people would
give their right arm to go on a holiday in Canada!” he said, raising
his left arm for emphasis. Why, indeed?
First some background. We are a Canadian couple who have been
hiking (hillwalking) for many years. I grew up in Calgary, near the
classic Rocky Mountain destinations of Banff and Jasper, so I have
done a lot of walking there. We have lived in the small town of
Tumbler Ridge in northeastern British Columbia for over 30 years,
and although the mountain terrain is less “cliffy” than Banff and
Jasper, there is a huge variety of walking, from short forest walks to
remote multi-day backpacking routes. But, more variety is always
welcome, so when we retired earlier this year we set our sights on
doing some walking-focused international trips.

Port, Co. Donegal in the sun

My preference was for the exotic. I went to Guatemala last year
for some volcano hiking, which was amazing, and was thinking
along those lines. My wife suggested England, which to be honest
sounded kind of tame. But she emphasized all of the history, from
Neolithic ruins to the present, which does have an added appeal.
The concept of inn to inn walking sounded good as well, after many
years carrying all of our gear and sleeping in tents. Reading about
commercial inn to inn walking led me to some trips in Ireland. We
had always wanted to go there, but hadn’t really pictured it as a
very exciting walking destination. My mental picture was lots of
green rolling hills, but mostly settled, with roads everywhere.
On to the research phase. I was surprised to learn how rugged the
west and north parts of the island were. Irishtrails.ie showed me

from tumbler ridge to sauce creek
canadians check out ireland

that there were many long distance trails, but the best discovery
was Mountainviews. This really opened my eyes to the off trail
hillwalking and peak ascent possibilities, and showed that yes,
there were exciting mountains! As we live hundreds of kilometres
from the ocean, the coastal walking was something we definitely
needed to see. The clincher was watching Gerry McVeigh’s videos
on walks around Port in Donegal. Before long we had plane tickets
and a rough plan for spending a little over a month on the island.
The area around our town was recently declared a UNESCO Global
Geopark, so we were also interested in visiting the Burren and Cliffs
of Moher Geopark to compare notes.
I wasn’t brave enough to try driving on the left side, so we decided
not to rent a car (you’re welcome, drivers and pedestrians of
Ireland). Our strategy was to travel by bus and train, and rather
than rushing around trying to see everything, we picked a handful
of destinations that
looked like they offered
good walking and a
diversity of scenery. I
am a geologist, and
have realized that
in most places, the
scenery, recreation, and
cultural aspects are
all influenced to some
extent by the underlying
Upper Bridia Valley
rocks.
We started in the southwest, completing the first section of
the Kerry Way to Glenbeigh and taking an extra day to do the
Coomloughra horseshoe. We spent two nights in Glenbeigh,
allowing a day to do a walk up Drung Hill and Beenmore, exiting via
Coomnacronia and Coomaglaslaw lakes. This gave us the ocean
views we were craving, plus the first sighting of ‘peat hags’. My

Into the mist, Gearhane

background is in coal geology, so I have a fascination with peat.
When I read the term on Mountainviews the first time, I actually
burst out laughing.
The Dingle peninsula was on our list, mainly because of all we had
read about the Brandon group. Basing ourselves at the hostel in
Cloghane gave us two full days of walking. We chose Sauce Creek
as one destination on a cloudy day, hoping that the weather would
be better for Brandon the next day. This worked, and we had a
spectacular ridge walk from Mt. Brandon to Brandon Peak and
Gearhane.
While it didn’t strictly qualify as hillwalking, we wanted to go to the
Cliffs of Moher and the Burren to see these unique landscapes.
To us, it was worth braving the crowds to see the cliffs, and we
avoided most of them by starting our walk at Hag’s Head. The next

from tumbler ridge to sauce creek
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Slieve League

day was a real treat, with a ferry to Inishmore and cycling around
to the amazing historical sites.
We had met an Irish lady the previous day on our Cliffs of Moher
walk, and met up with her again for a tour of the Burren. This
was an excellent local connection, as she knew the area well
and shared our interests in walking and Neolithic sites. We went
to Burren National Park and walked up the karst moonscape to
Mullagh More. Hard to believe that this was Ireland!
Then it was time for Donegal. This area came highly recommended
for its variety and lack of crowds. After a day trip to Croaghgorm,
we headed along the Bluestacks and Sli Cholmcille Ways, ending
up at Glencolumbcille. We used taxi rides to our benefit, cutting

out some of the tarmac walking. We settled in at Glencolumbcille,
and did several day trips including Slieve League and the coastal
walk to Sturral Head. The last week of our trip was spent in
Northern Ireland, checking out the coastal walking around the
Giant’s Causeway and wrapping things up with an amazing walk in
the Mournes.
The first thing we noticed about the walking is that almost all of it
is in open country. So much Canadian trail hiking is in the trees,
and the great views are only at the end of the hike. Extended
alpine hiking is revered in North America, so we were more than
happy to have “Irish alpine” terrain everywhere.
Weather-wise, my thoughts had been that Ireland wouldn’t be that
great for walking because of all the rain. When we were planning
the trip, I looked at which were the driest months. May looked
good for less wet weather and was also outside of the busy
months of July and August. We certainly got some wet days, but
way less than I expected, and most of the rain was light. We also
got a welcome 5 day stretch of dry sunny weather, even soaring to
26o C on our day in the Burren.
We found that the diversity of walking and scenery was
remarkable. Trips like the Coomloughra horseshoe and the
Brandon traverse
would be outstanding
mountain walks
anywhere in the world.
What we were really
impressed with was
the mountain walks
with coastal views,
like Brandon, and the
coastal walking on cliffs
(Port, Slieve League,
Slieve Binnian North Tor
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and the Antrim coast).
The alien landscapes of
the Aran islands and the
Burren are very special,
and combined with
the ancient historical
features dotting them,
are top attractions. The
parts of Donegal that
we saw had real charm,
with remote valleys,
Slieve Binnian North Tor
spectacular sea stacks,
and Neolithic and early Christian monuments. The Mournes are in
a class by themselves, with the surreal granite tors and the Mourne
Wall, accompanied by ocean views. Another thing that surprised us
was the quantity and quality of great beaches; something that never
occurred to us.
Even the hyper-busy sites of Cliffs of Moher and the Giant’s
Causeway have good walking away from the main tourist crush,
and both have good interpretive centres (although we didn’t
go into the Giant’s
Causeway centre for
£9, preferring the free
Cliffs of Moher centre).
The upside of crowds
is that they support
the convenient shuttle
buses that we used to
start our walks at the
Cliffs of Moher, Giant’s
Causeway, and the
Mournes.
Clearing fog, Mt. Brandon

By and large the trails and routes were pretty empty of other
walkers. There were a few spots where the crowds have had an
impact, such as the Slieve League. I am sure the improvement
project there has been a long story already, and hopefully it will
progress, but we found that hundreds of tattered bags of rock
looked like litter. The Mournes looked to us like they are showing
the signs of their popularity, with some sections badly eroded. The
cost of trail work using rock must be quite high, I imagine, not to
mention a lot of hard work.
So why would Canadians want to come for a walking holiday in
Ireland? Outstanding diversity, many centuries of cultural history,
and friendly welcoming locals. Oh yeah, and the pubs…

Coastal cave near White Park Bay, Antrim coast

motley gathering
MOUNTAIN
MOUNTAIN MEITHEAL
MEITHEAL
Mountain Meitheal are keen to find more people to help.
They need help on the following dates:
Dublin/Wicklow:
30/07/2016, 14/08/2016, 27/08/2016, 11/09/2016, 24/09/2016,
09/10/2016, 22/10/2016, 06/11/2016, 20/11/2016
South East:
13/08/2016,
18/09/2016,
15/10/2016
Mountain Meitheal
make practical
repairs to some of
the more popular
areas we walk on,
using a voluntary
community based
approach. (More
information at their
website.)
Temp re-routing
re-routing of
of Beara
Beara Way,
Way, near
near Knockoura
Knockoura
Temp
Thinking of visiting summits in the Slieve Miskish area (west end
of the Beara peninsula)? Miskish Mtn, Knockoura or track 1340 for
example.
We are informed that a section of the Beara Way between
Castletownbere and Allihies will be closed for 5 – 6 weeks, from
approximately the 1st of August. Coillte will be felling trees along
this route – and in the interest of safety we are diverting all walkers
around this area for this time.

The new route will lead walkers towards Eyeries initially – but
at Knockgour – instead of heading southwest to Allihies at
Teernahillane, they will head north to Coulaghard – then west for
Allihies.
Please see the attached map; there will be temporary signs along
the route to help.
On the attached map Dark Blue line – indicates route between
Allihies and Castletownbere where logging will occur – from about
01st August for 6 weeks max.
Dotted green line is the re-route to take walkers to Allihies to
Castletownbere or visa-versa.
Info courtesy Mountaineering Ireland and West Cork Development
Partnership.

motley gathering
coastline) but it might also
encourage inexperienced
or poorly equipped persons
to venture higher to their
possible detriment.

Emerald
Emerald Island
Island GPS
GPS Map
Map v2.0.7
v2.0.7
The Emerald Island GPS
Map v2.0.7 is available with
a revamped content : new
contour lines built on SRTM
1 arc second of resolution,
1497 Mountainviews summits,
the ancient irish sites from
Megalithomania and a huge
bunch of OSM data. The map
is displayed with a dedicated
style.
WARNING: before testing this
new version, please save your
maps (I am not able to test it on Windows operating system).
Two years was a long time for an update, but here is the 10 years
edition !
http://emerald-island.eu/wikka/GpsMap
Enjoy your walks
http://mountainviews.ie/motleyviews/general/comment/7804/
Mourne
mourne Mountains
mountains Gondola
gondola
There is a proposal to build a gondola (cable car) in the Mourne
Mountains from Newcastle to one of the quarries on the side of
Slieve Donard, supposedly to allow for easier access to the high
Mournes. The proposal has been developed by the local authority
and might include a cafe at the top station. Although the upper
terminus would be well short of the summit of Slieve Donard, I have
mixed views about this. It would allow non-walkers to experience
some of the views of the higher landscapes (and the surrounding

http://www.belfasttelegraph.
co.uk/news/northern-ireland/
cable-car-plan-for-mournemountains-donard-gondolawill-carry-touristsfrom-newcastle-toquarry-34645627.html
The Ben Nevis Gondola

Inishturk
has has
new purpose?
inishturk
new purpose?

If you were
wondering
about the
overwhelming
and
unexpected
importance of
Irish islands,
do take a
look at this.

http://www.theatlantic.com/video/index/491813/the-tiny-irishisland-that-will-welcome-american-refugees/

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

Slieve League, the pass towards the SE Top by Aidy

Ascending the SE ridge, Hungry hill by scannerman

ClewBay from betweenn Ben Goram and Croagh Patrick by
CaptainVertigo

Corcogemore to Lough Corrib and Benlevy by David-Guenot

recent images

Some of the best examples of mountain photography from our members.

Descending Croagh Patrick by CaptainVertigo

Mullaghanattin by GSheehy

Three Sisters peaking through sea fog by omurchu

Crockrawer towards Teelin Harbour by Aidy

Photo OF THE MONTH

Misty Magnificence on Slieve Donard by kernowclimber

challenge

upcoming events in the challenge walks calendar

MARATHON
MARATHON WALK
WALK WESTERN
WESTERN WAY
WAY

Mourne Wall.

6th August 2016
Distance: 42 km. Total Ascent:
258m.
(Half-marathon option available)

More Information: http://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar/
node/55/

Organising Club : Galway
Walking Club
This delightful walk journeys
along the Western Way on both
road and track taking in the
beautiful Killary Harbour and
Máuméan Pass.

19th - 21st August 2016
Distance: 95 km. Total Ascent:
4,200m.

A full day but with a gentle
incline.
More information: http://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar/
node/57/
MOURNE
mourne SEVEN
seven SEVENS
sevens

13th August 2016
Distance: 29 km. Total Ascent:
2,495m.
The Mourne Seven Sevens Walk
takes in amongst others the
seven higher mountains of the
Mourne Mountains. The route
alternates each year which
consists of summiting Slieve
Donard 850m first and then either
a clockwise or anti-clockwise
route that heads towards The
Silent Valley before its return to Newcastle. An “unsupported” walk
but definitely a nice clean walk which for the most part follows
well worn trails and stone tracks that in places trace the incredible

fei SHEEHY
sheehy CHALLENGE
challenge
FEI

A mighty Challenge over three
days to cross the Galty, Comeragh
and Knockmealdown Mountains.
Organised in association with
Galtee, Nire Valley Bogtrotters and
Peaks Hillwalking Clubs - There are
three variations of walks over three great mountain ranges!
More Information: http://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar/
node/54/
burren PEAKS
peaks WALKING
walking FESTIVAL	
festival
BURREN
September 2016
Walks from 4 - 8 hrs duration

Organised by The Ballyvaughan
Fanore Walking Club
There is a choice of Grade A,
B & C Guided walks which
can enjoy this wonderfully
rich limestone pavement...the
land of the fertile rock with its
precious and delicate terrain.
More Information: http://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar/
node/58/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV86VeJuRoY&authuser=0 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV86VeJuRoY&authuser=0

EMVEE-TUBE

some of the best videos during may-july

Wicklow’s industrial heritage, from member mcrtchly.

The Brandon range reaches the sea, from member gerrym.

Superbly executed timelapse footage of the Wicklow
landscape, from member mcrtchly.

The royal summits of Sligo, from member gerrym.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NV86VeJuRoY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZVUmoIEEEQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTHOu5iZNNc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7GZaK1uS7g

SUMMITEERS CORNER

A place for those interested in Summiteering, Bagging or Highpointing

Height
height of
of achievement
achievement
mcrtchly picked up this
summiteering milestone
from across the water:
Congratulations to
Rob Woodall, bagger
extraordinaire, who has
bagged all 6190 trig points
in GB. As the Ordnance
Surveys in Britain and
Ireland no longer have a
need for trig points their
slow demise is to be be expected. For more details see:
http://www.ukhillwalking.com/news/item.php?id=70404&_ga=1.167157886.17224
190.1455659196

Rob has completed several of the major hill lists in the UK,
including the first round of all 1556 Marilyns.
The
the big
big one!!!
one!!!

In May Colin Murphy became one of only 5 complieters of the
Arderins list, finishing his round on the summit of Mweelrea.
He writes: The was a big one in every sense of the word for me my final Arderin!!!! I started this quest sometime in the mid-to-late
nineties, so I reckon its taken me close to twenty years, but what
was the rush? My daughter kindly anticipated the event and had a
T-shirt printed to mark the event. Thanks to my friend Madfrankie
for all his suggestions regarding routes etc down the years and
for all the times I was too cold to take my hands from my pockets
so left the navigating to him! Thanks also to Simon Stewart for
providing the website that allows us to log our climbs, which
really helps to provide a target to work towards and the necessary

information to actually get out on to the hills. Anyway, one list
completed, on to the County Highpoints and Vandeleur-Lynams!
LIZ
LIZ DOES
DOES THE
THE TON!
TON!
And a very well done to
Liz 50, aka Liz Ashton
who finished her Top 100
list on Slievanea East Top
on the Dingle Peninsula.

notices
•

If you are contributing, please be careful to respect the interests
of landowners. Suggest access routes well away from houses,
gardens or that could conceivably impact farming activities.
When walking, keep away from gardens or farm buildings. Use
stiles or gates wherever possible. Never do anything that could
allow animals to roam where the farmer did not intend. Ask
permission where appropriate.

•

Report suspicious activity to the police forces, as below.

•

If your car is broken into in an upland area report it to the PSNI
or Gardai as this will help them be aware of the issue and tackle
it in future. Store the numbers. In Northern Ireland use the PSNI
non-emergency number 0845 600 8000. In the Republic you can
find the local Garda District HQs phone numbers at www.garda.
ie/Stations/Default.aspx. Specifically for the hotspot of Wicklow:
the Garda Divisional Headquarters in Bray is 01 6665300.

•

If you hear of a problem area or route, write it up in
MountainViews which does everyone a service. Report rubbish
tipping in the Republic - ring EPA hotline 1850 365 121

•

Report quads in national park area (in which they are banned).
For Wicklow please phone the Duty Ranger: 087-9803899 or the
office during office hours Telephone: +353-404-45800. Put these
numbers in your phone, take regs etc. Let MV know of contact
numbers for other areas.

•

If you have climbed some of the less well known places, we
would appreciate a summit rating and also GPS readings for
summits.

•

If we can, let’s make MV have more than one route up a summit
so as to reduce the tendency for paths to appear. Your grid
refs in comments for different starting points show up on
MountainViews maps as well as GPS tracks.

•

MountainViews are on Twitter as MountainViewsIE. Follow
us and we will follow you back. Any queries to secretary@
mountainviews.ie
Visit the MountainViews Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/mountainviewsie/
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